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Characterizing the patterns of hybridization between c旭ose旭y re旭ated species is crucia旭 
to understand the ro旭e of gene f旭ow in speciations In particu旭arp systems comprising 
mu旭tip旭e contacts between sister species offer an outstanding opportunity to inves､
tigate how reproductive iso旭ation varies with environmenta旭 conditionsp demography 
and geographic contexts of divergences The f旭at periwink旭esp Littorina obtusata and 
L. fabalis ｪGastropodaｫp are two intertida旭 sister species with marked eco旭ogica旭 dif､
ferences compatib旭e with 旭ate stages of speciations A旭though hybridization between 
the two was previous旭y suggestedp its extent across the At旭antic shores of Europe 
remained 旭arge旭y unknowns Herep we combined genetic ｪmicrosate旭旭ites and mtDNAｫ 
and morpho旭ogica旭 data ｪshe旭旭 and ma旭e genita旭 morpho旭ogyｫ from mu旭tip旭e popu旭ations 
of f旭at periwink旭es in north､western Iberia to assess the extent of current and past 
hybridization between L. obtusata and L. fabalis under two contrasting geographic 
settings of divergence ｪsympatry and a旭旭opatryｫs Hybridization signatures based on 
both mtDNA and microsate旭旭ites were stronger in sympatric sitesp a旭though evidence 
for recent extensive admixture was found in a sing旭e 旭ocations Misidentification of 
individua旭s into species based on she旭旭 morpho旭ogy was higher in sympatric than in 
a旭旭opatric sitess Howeverp despite hybridizationp species distinctiveness based on this 
phenotypic trait together with ma旭e genita旭 morpho旭ogy remained re旭ative旭y highs The 
observed variation in the extent of hybridization among 旭ocations provides a rare 
opportunity for future studies on the consequences of different 旭eve旭s of gene f旭ow 
for reinforcementp thus informing about the mechanisms under旭ying the comp旭etion 
of speciations
K E Y W O R D S
eco旭ogica旭 speciationp ecotypesp f旭at periwink旭esp gene f旭owp geographic contextp introgressionp 
ma旭e genita旭iap natura旭 se旭ectionp reproductive iso旭ationp she旭旭 morpho旭ogy
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ゲ科 |科INTRODUC TION
It is wide旭y accepted that the number of traits contributing to re､
productive iso旭ation genera旭旭y increases as speciation progresses 
ｪSeehausen et a旭sp ゴグゲジq Smadja ｹ But旭inp ゴグゲゲｫs Howeverp how 
traits under different evo旭utionary forces such as sexua旭 se旭ection 
ｪRitchiep ゴググゼｫp natura旭 divergent se旭ection ｪNosi旭p ゴグゲゴｫp and se旭ec､
tion against ma旭adaptive hybridization ｪBut旭inp ゲゾ芦ゼq Ho旭旭ander et a旭sp 
ゴグゲ芦ｫ interact with each other toward comp旭eting speciation is sti旭旭 
旭arge旭y unknowns
Distinguishing whether sister species are or are not comp旭ete旭y 
reproductive旭y iso旭ated is a key step to identify traits invo旭ved in 
speciations Traits differentiating species that are fu旭旭y reproduc､
tive旭y iso旭ated cou旭d have evo旭ved after speciation was comp旭ete 
and have not necessari旭y contributed to reduce gene f旭ow between 
them ｪBut旭inp ゲゾ芦ゼq Coyne ｹ Orrp ゴググジq Nosi旭 ｹ Sch旭uterp ゴグゲゲｫs For 
examp旭ep a recent study on mangrove snai旭sp Littoraria cingulata and 
L. filosap found reproductive character disp旭acement in assortative 
matingp but no gene f旭ow between the two speciesp suggesting that 
disp旭acement was caused by reproductive interference after specia､
tion was comp旭ete ｪHo旭旭ander et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs By contrastp sister species 
that hybridize can be an important source of know旭edge about the 
bui旭dup of traits that act as barriers during the progress of speciation 
ｪAbbott et a旭sp ゴグゲザｫs
A旭though divergence in the presence of gene f旭ow is a wide旭y 
accepted mechanism ｪPinho ｹ Heyp ゴグゲグｫp our view of speciation 
remains oversimp旭ifieds Even when mode旭s of divergence take 
into account mu旭tip旭e rates of gene f旭ow across the genome and 
through time ｪRoux et a旭sp ゴグゲジq Sousap Carneirop Ferrandp ｹ Heyp 
ゴグゲザｫp inferences about the genomic architecture of speciation 
often assume that there is one 旭andscape of divergence across 
the genome that is consistent in a旭旭 contacts between a pair of 
speciess Howeverp divergence between two evo旭utionary units 
often invo旭ves mu旭tip旭e geographica旭 rep旭icates ｪesgsp stick旭ebacksp 
Jones et a旭sp ゴグゲゴq rough periwink旭esp But旭in et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫ or a wide 
distribution with mu旭tip旭e opportunities for hybridization in con､
tact zones that are re旭ative旭y independent from each other ｪesgsp 
house mousep Smadjap Cata旭anp ｹ Ganemp ゴググジq fire､be旭旭ied toadsp 
Szymura ｹ Bartonp ゲゾ芦葦ｫs Thusp species interactions are 旭ike旭y to 
be context､dependent both in space and timep resu旭ting in dif､
ferent rates of hybridization with 旭oca旭ity､specific evo旭utionary 
consequences ｪHarrison ｹ Larsonp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Such heterogeneity is 
particu旭ar旭y re旭evant to understand how different barrier traits 
accumu旭ate and work in concert to strengthen reproductive iso､
旭ations The mechanisms comp旭eting speciationp such as reinforce､
mentp depend not on旭y on the opportunity for hybridization but 
a旭so on its costs and benefitsp which may vary idiosyncratica旭旭y 
among contact zoness Studies of mu旭tip旭e rep旭icates where sister 
species contact and have the opportunity to hybridizep but a旭so 
comprising different environmenta旭 conditionsp demographic sce､
nariosp and geographic contexts of divergencep are thus needed to 
gain a more comprehensive understanding of how hybridization 
and barrier traits vary across the speciesv ranges
Marine gastropods of the fami旭y Littorinidae have been exten､
sive旭y studied in the context of eco旭ogica旭 speciation ｪJohannessonp 
ゴググザq Ro旭史n､A旭varezp Austinp ｹ Bou旭dingp ゴグゲズｫs This inc旭udes the 
rough periwink旭e Littorina saxatilisp for which severa旭 ecotypes have 
been evo旭ving in para旭旭e旭 ｪBut旭in et a旭sp ゴグゲジq Johannessonp ゴググザq 
Reidp ゲゾゾ葦ｫp the Littoraria species mentioned above ｪHo旭旭ander et 
a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫp but a旭so the sister species Littorina fabalis and L. obtusata 
ｪCarva旭hop Sote旭op Ga旭indop ｹ Fariap ゴグゲ葦q Kemppainenp Lindskogp 
But旭inp ｹ Johannessonp ゴグゲゲq Kemppainenp Panovap Ho旭旭anderp 
ｹ Johannessonp ゴググゾq Ro旭史n､A旭varez et a旭sp ゴグゲズq Sote旭o et a旭sp 
ゴグゴグｫs Common旭y known as f旭at periwink旭esp the 旭atter two species 
started to diverge around グs芦･ゲsザ mi旭旭ion years ago ｪKemppainen 
et a旭sp ゴググゾq Marques et a旭sp ゴグゲゼ; Reidp Rumbakp ｹ Thomasp ゲゾゾ葦q 
Sote旭o et a旭sp ゴグゴグq Tatarenkovp ゲゾゾズｫp showing high genetic differ､
entiation in a旭旭ozymes ｪNeius interspecific vss intraspecific genetic 
distance of グsジズ芦 vss グsグゲジp respective旭yq Ro旭史n､A旭varezp Zapatap 
ｹ A旭varezp ゲゾゾズｫ and microsate旭旭ite 旭oci ｪFST ┒ グsザ for the majority 
of tested 旭ocip Carva旭ho et a旭sp ゴグゲズq mean FST ┎ グsジズp Carva旭ho et 
a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Howeverp widespread mtDNA hap旭otype sharing raised 
the hypothesis of gene f旭ow during divergence between the two 
species ｪKemppainen et a旭sp ゴググゾｫp which was supported by recent 
ana旭yses ｪSote旭o et a旭sp ゴグゴグｫs Together with the identification of 
severa旭 ear旭y generation hybrids in a sing旭e site c旭ose to the south､
ern distribution 旭imit of these species ｪCarva旭ho et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫp the 
divergence between f旭at periwink旭e species is compatib旭e with an 
advanced stage of speciationp with some residua旭 gene f旭ow in the 
present and more extensive gene f旭ow in the pasts
These two sib旭ing species present a 旭arge旭y over旭apping distribu､
tion a旭ong the European At旭antic shores ｪReidp ゲゾゾ葦ｫs Howeverp at a 
旭oca旭 sca旭ep pockets of a旭旭opatric popu旭ations can be foundp especia旭旭y 
in north､western Iberia ｪSote旭o et a旭sp ゴグゴグｫs Moreoverp L. obtusata 
is usua旭旭y found in more she旭tered habitats than L. fabaliss These in､
c旭ude areas of Ga旭ician bays ｪwR趣asxｫ in Spainp as we旭旭 as sites in north､
ern Portuga旭 that are somewhat protected from wavess Littorina 
fabalisp on the other handp occupies more exposed areas with stron､
ger wave actions In Iberian 旭ocations where the two species co､occur 
ｪhereafter referred to as sympatric for simp旭icityｫp they tend to show 
some 旭eve旭 of vertica旭 zonationp with L. obtusata occupying the mid 
to upper part of the shorep whi旭e L. fabalis tends to inhabit the 旭ower 
parts
Three L. fabalis ecotypes were previous旭y identified in this regionp 
facing different wave exposure regimes and dwe旭旭ing in different mac､
roa旭gae｠seagrasss The Mastocarpus Exposed ｪMEｫ ecotype is usua旭旭y 
found in exposed sites on Mastocarpus sppsq the Zostera She旭tered ｪZSｫ 
ecotype is found in a sing旭e she旭tered region associated with Zostera 
sppsq and the Fucus Intermediate ｪFIｫ ecotype is common旭y found in 
Fucus spps ｪCarva旭ho et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Ro旭史n ｹ Temp旭adop ゲゾ芦ゼｫs Some vari､
ation in she旭旭 morpho旭ogy associated with wave exposure has a旭so been 
described within L. obtusata ｪReidp ゲゾゾ葦ｫs Howeverp in contrast to L. 
fabalisp there is no association between this variation and macroa旭gae 
speciess Since the phenotypic differences and distribution of these 
variants in Iberia have not been characterized in a systematic mannerp 
the ecotype termino旭ogy is genera旭旭y not used for L. obtusata.
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Contact between L. obtusata and a旭旭 different L. fabalis ecotypes 
has been observed during fie旭dwork for this and previous studies 
ｪCarva旭ho et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫ butp given the distribution of both speciesp 
those invo旭ving the FI ecotype are the most commons How this di､
versity in terms of geographic context of divergence and 旭oca旭 en､
vironmenta旭 conditions inf旭uences the preva旭ence of hybridization 
between L. obtusata and L. fabalis remains unc旭ears
F旭at periwink旭es a旭so exhibit high intraspecific she旭旭 po旭ymorphism 
in co旭or patternsp as we旭旭 as in size and shape ｪRo旭史n､A旭varez et a旭sp 
ゴグゲズｫs A旭though L. fabalis tends to be sma旭旭er and have a different she旭旭 
shape ｪtypica旭旭y a rounder she旭旭 with a wider apertureｫ when com､
pared to L. obtusata ｪtypica旭旭y a more e旭ongated she旭旭 and sma旭旭er aper､
ture re旭ative to sizeｫp ma旭e genita旭 morpho旭ogy is the most re旭iab旭e trait 
for distinguishing sister species ｪReidp ゲゾゾ葦ｫs A comparative ana旭ysis 
across Littorininae revea旭ed greater ma旭e genita旭 shape divergence 
between sympatric｠parapatric sister species when compared with 
a旭旭opatric pairs ｪHo旭旭anderp Smadjap But旭inp ｹ Reidp ゴグゲザｫp with f旭at per､
iwink旭es standing out as a strong candidate for prezygotic iso旭ation to 
have evo旭ved as a consequence of hybridizations Howeverp simi旭ar pat､
terns cou旭d have resu旭ted from reproductive interference to reduce 
direct costs associated with interspecific mating after reproductive 
iso旭ation was comp旭ete ｪHo旭旭ander et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Thusp the comparisons 
between popu旭ations with different 旭eve旭s of hybridization is a prereq､
uisite for further tests of reinforcement or other processes 旭eading to 
comp旭etion of reproductive iso旭ation in this systems
Here we have ana旭yzed mu旭tip旭e north､western Iberian popu旭ations 
representing different geographica旭 contexts ｪa旭旭opatric and sympatricｫ 
between f旭at periwink旭ess We ana旭yzed genetic data ｪmicrosate旭旭ites and 
mtDNAｫ together with she旭旭 and ma旭e genita旭 morpho旭ogy of snai旭s from 
ゴゼ Iberian sites in order to ｪaｫ characterize the extent of hybridization 
between the two sister speciesq ｪbｫ eva旭uate differences in hybridization 
frequency and dynamics across distinct geographic settingsq and ｪcｫ as､
sess the inf旭uence of hybridization on the phenotypic differences ｪshe旭旭 
and ma旭e genita旭ia morpho旭ogyｫ between species across sitess
ゴ科 |科MATERIAL S AND METHODS
ゴsゲ科|科Samp旭ing of f旭at periwink旭es
Samp旭ing covered sites in the north､western part of the Iberian 
Peninsu旭a where both L. fabalis and L. obtusata were present 
F I G U R E  ゲ 科 Samp旭ing 旭ocations across the distribution range of Littorina fabalis and Littorina obtusata in the Iberian Peninsu旭as ｪaｫ Genera旭 
overview of the Iberian shore extent where the ゴゼ samp旭ed sites are distributeds ｪbｫ Zoom in of northern samp旭ing sitess ｪcｫ Zoom in of 
samp旭ing sites in R趣a de Arousa and R趣a de A旭d史ns ｪdｫ Zoom in of samp旭ing sites in the Portuguese coasts Names of the sites fo旭旭ow those 
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TA B L E  ゲ 科 Information of the individua旭s ana旭yzed in this studyp disp旭aying the 旭ocations samp旭edq date of co旭旭ectionq geographica旭 context of the species distribution in each 旭ocationq species 
present in each 旭ocation ｪma旭es c旭assified into species based on she旭旭 appearance and penis morpho旭ogy and fema旭es c旭assified based on she旭旭 appearanceｫq Littorina fabalis ecotype ｪwhen 
app旭icab旭eｫq number of individua旭s co旭旭ected ｪNｫq number of individua旭s ana旭yzed for microsate旭ites ｪNmicrosｫq number of individua旭s ana旭yzed for mtDNA ｪNmtｫq and number of individua旭s ana旭yzed 
for she旭旭 morpho旭ogy ｪNGMｫ
Location Code Collection date Distribution Species Ecotype N Nmicros Nmt NGM
Coordinates
Latitude Longitude
ゲs Bure旭a BUR October 2015 Sympatric Littorina fabalis and 
Littorina obtusata
ME｠FIa 34 15 15 20 ジザﾀザゾ昼葦グ柱N ゼﾀゴゲ昼ゴザ柱W
ゴs Mor史sf MOR October 2015 Undetermined L. obtusata  15 9 9 0 ジザﾀジザ昼グ芦柱N ゼﾀゴ芦昼ゴズ柱W
ザs Abe旭旭eira ABE December 2012 Sympatric L. fabalis and L. obtusata FI 84 24b 18 31 ジゴﾀジゼ昼ズザ柱N ゾﾀグゲ昼ザグ柱W
ジs Muros North MURN December 2012 Sympatric L. fabalis and L. obtusata FI 40 40 37 14 ジゴﾀジ葦昼ゴズ柱N ゾﾀグザ昼グ葦柱W
ズs Muros South MURS December 2012 A旭旭opatric L. fabalis FI 25 24b 13 19 ジゴﾀジジ昼ザジ柱N 芦ﾀズ芦昼ズザ柱W
葦s Lanzada North LANN Ju旭y ゴグゲズ Sympatric L. fabalis and L. obtusata ZS 95 44 39 30 ジゴﾀゴゼ昼ズゴ柱N 芦ﾀズゴ昼グゴ柱W
ゼs Lanzada South LANS December 2012; 
February･March 
2015
A旭旭opatric L. fabalis ZS 78 23 b 22d 34 ジゴﾀゴゼ昼ザ芦柱N 芦ﾀズゴ昼ゲゾ柱W
芦s Seixi汁os SEI December 2012; 
March ゴグゲズ
Sympatric L. fabalis and L. obtusata ZS 79 77c 51 38 ジゴﾀゴゼ昼ゴ芦柱N 芦ﾀジゾ昼ゴザ柱W
ゾs A旭d史n North ALDN February ゴグゲズ A旭旭opatric L. obtusata  46 40 20 23 ジゴﾀゲ葦昼ジゼ柱N 芦ﾀジゾ昼ゲザ柱W
ゲグs A旭d史n South ALDS February ゴグゲズ Sympatric L. fabalis and L. obtusata FI 20 20 18 8 ジゴﾀゲ葦昼ザ葦柱N 芦ﾀジゾ昼ゴゾ柱W
ゲゲs Borna BOR Ju旭y ゴグゲズ Sympatric L. fabalis and L. obtusata FI 66 42 42 24 ジゴﾀゲ葦昼ズゲ柱N 芦ﾀジゲ昼ジゾ柱W
ゲゴs Tir史n TIR November ゴグゲゴq 
Ju旭y ゴグゲズ
Sympatric L. fabalis and L. obtusata FI 147 49c 40e 36 ジゴﾀゲズ昼ジゾ柱N 芦ﾀジズ昼ゲ葦柱W
ゲザs Cangas CAG November ゴグゲゴ Sympatric L. fabalis and L. obtusata FI 150 55c 42 49 ジゴﾀゲズ昼ゴゲ柱N 芦ﾀジゼ昼ゲ葦柱W
ゲジs Redonde旭a RED Ju旭y ゴグゲズ A旭旭opatric L. obtusata  57 40 23 36 ジゴﾀゲゼ昼ゲズ柱N 芦ﾀザゼ昼ゴゴ柱W
ゲズs La Guia GUI February ゴグゲザ Sympatric L. fabalis and L. obtusata FI 62 47 37 32 ジゴﾀゲズ昼ザゲ柱N 芦ﾀジゴ昼ゲザ柱W
ゲ葦s A旭cabre ALC Ju旭y ゴグゲズ Sympatric L. fabalis and L. obtusata FI 53 42 35 29 ジゴﾀゲザ昼ゴズ柱N 芦ﾀジズ昼ズゼ柱W
ゲゼs Canido CAN October 2012 A旭旭opatric L. fabalis FI 93 24b 21 34 ジゴﾀゲゲ昼ザゴ柱N 芦ﾀジ芦昼ゲゾ柱W
ゲ芦s As Mari汁asg MAR October 2012; 
February ゴグゲザ
A旭旭opatric L. fabalis ME 74 24b 19 0 ジゴﾀ 葦昼グゲ柱N 芦ﾀズザ昼ジザ柱W
ゲゾs Moug史s MOU November ゴグゲゴ A旭旭opatric L. fabalis ME 24 24b 20 0 ジゴﾀ ザ昼ザゾ柱N 芦ﾀズザ昼ゴゼ柱W
ゴグs Viana do Caste旭o VIA September 2014 A旭旭opatric L. obtusata  60 39 20 36 ジゲﾀジゲ昼ジズ柱N 芦ﾀズゲ昼グゴ柱W
ゴゲs Rio de Moinhos MOI November ゴグゲゴ A旭旭opatric L. obtusata  85 35b 30d 36 ジゲﾀザジ昼ググ柱N 芦ﾀジゼ昼ズグ柱W
ゴゴs P祝voa de Varzim POV November ゴグゲゴ A旭旭opatric L. fabalis ME 63 23b 21d 28 ジゲﾀゴザ昼グズ柱N 芦ﾀジ葦昼ゴゾ柱W
ゴザs Minde旭o MIN October 2015 Sympatric L. fabalis and L. obtusata ME 90 70 68 47 ジゲﾀゲ芦昼ザ葦柱N 芦ﾀジジ昼ザザ柱W
ゴジs Agude旭a AGU November ゴグゲゴ A旭旭opatric L. fabalis ME 65 32 19 26 ジゲﾀゲジ昼ザジ柱N 芦ﾀジザ昼ジジ柱W
ｪContinuesｫ
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ｪsympatricｫp as we旭旭 as sites where on旭y one species was found ｪ旭o､
ca旭旭y a旭旭opatricｫ ｪFigure ゲp Tab旭e ゲｫs For the ana旭yses requiring refer､
ence a旭旭opatric popu旭ationsp these were chosen based on severa旭 
fie旭d surveys performed in these 旭ocations over the yearsp where 
we on旭y found one speciess Since fu旭旭y grown individua旭s were 
needed for morpho旭ogica旭 ana旭ysesp samp旭ing efforts were directed 
toward adu旭tss Otherwisep individua旭s were random旭y co旭旭ected in 
terms of she旭旭 shape and size to avoid biasing our samp旭ing toward 
either of the species or potentia旭 hybridss The ecotype of L. fabalis 
individua旭s was recorded based on the a旭gae｠seagrass where they 
were founds Individua旭s were co旭旭ected at the 旭owest tides ｪ┑グsゼズ mｫ 
and were brought a旭ive to the 旭aboratory where they were frozen 
at ┋ゴグﾀCs
ゴsゴ科|科Ana旭ysis of penis morpho旭ogy
After carefu旭旭y removing the soft tissue from the she旭旭p individua旭s 
were inspected for the presence of ma旭e genita旭ias Ma旭es ｪN ┎ 芦ゲ芦ｫ 
were initia旭旭y prec旭assified into species based on their penis wap､
pearancex ｪisesp visua旭 c旭assificationｫs This consisted of comparing 
the 旭ength of the fi旭ament with respect to tota旭 penis 旭engths A re旭a､
tive 旭ength of ゲグ鯵･ゴズ鯵 was considered typica旭 of L. obtusata and of 
ザグ鯵･葦グ鯵 typica旭 of L. fabaliss Individua旭s were c旭assified as inter､
mediate when the proportion was ゴズ鯵･ザグ鯵 or as unknown when 
they differed substantia旭旭y from the typica旭 proportions for the two 
species ｪCarva旭ho et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Reidp ゲゾゾ葦ｫs The penis was then dis､
sected at the base of its insertion and preserved separate旭y from the 
bodyp both in ゾ葦鯵 ethano旭s
A discriminant function ana旭ysis ｪDFAｫ based on 旭inear measure､
ments of the penis was performed to eva旭uate the accuracy of this 
visua旭 c旭assificationp using the MASS R package vゼsザsジゾ ｪVenab旭es ｹ 
Rip旭eyp ゴググゴｫs For those individua旭s where we were ab旭e to retain 
an intact penis ｪN ┎ ゴゼ芦ｫp seven morpho旭ogica旭 features were mea､
sured ｪAppendix Sゲｫ under a stereomicroscope ｪO旭ympus SZ､CTVｫp 
after rep旭acing the ゾ葦鯵 ethano旭 so旭ution by 葦グ鯵 ethano旭 to re旭ax the 
peness A training set was first se旭ected composed of individua旭s from 
a旭旭opatric sites ｪconfirmed genetica旭旭y based on microsate旭旭itesp see 
be旭owｫr Leça da Pa旭meira and Mada旭ena for L. fabalis (N ┎ ゴジｫp and 
Redonde旭a and Viana do Caste旭o for L. obtusata (N ┎ ジジｫs The prior 
for the membership to each species was set to the frequency of in､
dividua旭s from each species in the training sets The DFA was then 
app旭ied to individua旭s outside the training sets We set the cutoff of 
the posterior probabi旭ity ｪPp ┎ sゾゾｫ for the c旭assification of individua旭s 
as pure L. fabalis or L. obtusatap for both the training set and other 
sites ｪN ┎ ゴゲグｫs
ゴsザ科|科Geometric morphometric ana旭yses of the she旭旭
To eva旭uate variation in she旭旭 morpho旭ogy between L. fabalis and L. obtu-
satap identify putative hybridsp and examine the effect of geographica旭 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































L. fabalis FI ecotype
L. fabalis ME ecotype
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were characterized using 旭andmark､based geometric morphometrics 
ｪGMｫ ｪAdamsp Roh旭fp ｹ S旭icep ゴグゲザq Dryden ｹ Mardiap ゴグゲ葦ｫs For this 
purposep each she旭旭 was photographed in a standardized position over 
graph paper ｪfor sca旭eｫ using a stereomicroscope ｪO旭ympus SZxゲ葦ｫ with 
an attached camera ｪO旭ympus SDF PLAPO ゲXPFｫp fo旭旭owing the proto､
co旭 deve旭oped for L. saxatilis by Carvaja旭､Rodriguez et a旭s ｪゴググズｫs In each 
she旭旭p we then digitized a tota旭 of ゴ芦 旭andmarks ｪfour fixed and ゴジ s旭iding 
semi旭andmarksp Figure ゴaｫ using TPSDIG vゲsジグ ｪRoh旭fp ゴググ葦ｫs Whi旭e fixed 
旭andmarks ｪLMｫ represent homo旭ogous points of bio旭ogica旭 interestp 
semi旭andmarks describe curves between fixed pointsp and homo旭ogy 
is present in the curves themse旭ves and not in the coordinatesv 旭oca､
tion ｪZe旭ditchp Swiderskip Sheetsp ｹ Finkp ゴググジｫs Contrary to fixed LMp 
semi旭andmarks are treated in a different mathematica旭 manner during 
superimpositionp as they are a旭旭owed to s旭ide a旭ong the tangent of their 
position in the curve they define in order to minimize the Procrustes 
distance among a旭旭 individua旭s ｪBooksteinp ゲゾゾゼｫs Concerning fixed LMs 
ｪFigure ゴaｫp LMゲ corresponds to the outer border of the sutureq LMゴ 
represents the end of the sutureq the position where curves originat､
ing at LMゲ and LMゴ intersect is 旭abe旭ed LMザq and LMジ represents the 
point where the outer border of the co旭ume旭旭a starts to deve旭ops The 
remaining coordinates represent semi旭andmarkss
Landmark coordinates were superimposed using Genera旭ized 
Procrustes Ana旭ysis ｪRoh旭f ｹ S旭icep ゲゾゾグｫp to standardize the sca旭ep 
旭ocationp and rotationp and to optimize the position of semi旭and､
marks by minimizing bending energy ｪMitteroecker ｹ Gunzp ゴググゾｫs 
This provided shape variab旭es ｪisesp Procrustes residua旭sｫ and centroid 
size ｪCSq Dryden ｹ Mardiap ゴグゲ葦ｫp the 旭atter used as an estimate of 
she旭旭 size for GM ana旭ysess This dataset comprised ゼグゴ adu旭t individ､
ua旭sp inc旭uding ma旭es and fema旭es from a旭旭 旭ocations except fiver As 
Mari汁asp Moug史sp and Mada旭ena ｪME ecotypeｫp because she旭旭 manip､
u旭ation resu旭ted in their destruction due to their sma旭旭 sizeq Lanzada 
North ｪregarding on旭y the individua旭s of the L. fabalis ZS ecotypeｫq 
and Mor史s ｪL. obtusataｫp because most samp旭ed individua旭s were 
juveni旭ess Neverthe旭essp samp旭es from these five 旭ocations were in､
c旭uded in the genetic ana旭ysess
ゴsザsゲ科|科She旭旭 variation across species and ecotypes
To characterize variation in she旭旭 morpho旭ogy across species and 
ecotypes of L. fabalis without the inf旭uence of ongoing hybridizationp 
we first conducted a set of ana旭yses on individua旭s from a旭旭opatric pop､
u旭ations ｪL. obtusatap N = 108; L. fabalisp N ┎ ゲゼジq Figure ゲp Tab旭e ゲｫs We 
used a principa旭 component ana旭ysis ｪPCAｫ of shape variab旭es to ex､
p旭ore genera旭 patterns of shape variations To test whether L. obtusata 
and the three ecotypes of L. fabalis differed in she旭旭 size and shapep we 
examined genera旭 旭inear mode旭s ｪGLMｫ for 旭ogCS and the mu旭tivariate 
set of shape variab旭es in two sequentia旭 ana旭ysesr the first with spe､
cies ｪgrouping a旭旭 L. fabalis ecotypesｫ as the main factor and 旭ocation of 
co旭旭ection as a factor nested within speciesq and the second within L. 
fabalisp with ecotype as the main factor and 旭ocation a旭so as a nested 
factors To account for possib旭e a旭旭ometric effects of size on shapep we 
a旭so examined a GLM for shape using size as a covariatep with the same 
main factors as beforep and 旭ocation as a nested factors The signifi､
cance of different terms was eva旭uated using residua旭 randomization in 
permutation procedures based on Procrustes distances and consisting 
of ゲpグググ permutationsp as imp旭emented in the function procD.lm of 
geomorph R package ｪAdamsp Co旭旭yerp ｹ Ka旭iontzopou旭oup ゴグゲ芦ｫp and Z､
scores were used for significance testingp as recommended by Adams 
and Co旭旭yer ｪゴグゲ葦ｫs Shape differences between groups ｪspecies and 
ecotypes of L. fabalisｫ were visua旭ized using deformation gridss
ゴsザsゴ科|科Hybridization effects on she旭旭 morpho旭ogy
In order to identify she旭旭 morpho旭ogica旭 features that differ the most 
between the two species and examine whether genetic hybrids ex､
hibited intermediate she旭旭 morpho旭ogyp we performed a DFA on shape 
using the R package MASS vゼsザsズグs The DFA was constructed using indi､
vidua旭s from reference a旭旭opatric popu旭ations of both species ｪN ┎ ゴ芦ゴｫp 
inc旭uding a旭旭 L. fabalis ecotypesp aiming to capture as much morpho､
旭ogica旭 variation as possib旭es The Pp of assignment of each individua旭 to 
each species based on she旭旭 shape was estimated using a 旭eave､one､out 
cross､va旭idation procedures Based on this discriminant functionp we 
then inferred the morpho旭ogica旭 Pp of each individua旭 from the remain､
ing popu旭ations ｪfrom sympatric sitesｫ and for which a genetic assign､
ment was avai旭ab旭e ｪN ┎ ザザゾｫp in order to compare the morpho旭ogica旭 
predicted shapes with the genetic membership coefficients obtained 
with STRUCTURE ｪg旭oba旭 ana旭ysisp tota旭 N ┎ ズズ葦q see be旭owｫs
ゴsザsザ科|科Species differences in she旭旭 morpho旭ogy 
across different geographic contexts
To examine how the contact between species may inf旭uence she旭旭 
shape and size irrespective of hybridizationp we compared the over､
a旭旭 differences between the two species in distinct geographic con､
texts ｪa旭旭opatry vss sympatryｫs As we were interested in examining 
morpho旭ogica旭 variation of the genetica旭旭y pure individua旭s of each 
speciesp samp旭es for which no genetic information was avai旭ab旭e and 
those genetica旭旭y c旭assified as hybrids in the g旭oba旭 STRUCTURE ana旭y､
sis were removed from the datasets This resu旭ted in a new subset 
F I G U R E  ゴ 科 Geometric morphometric ｪGMｫ ana旭ysis of the she旭旭s ｪaｫ Landmarks ｪLMｫ digitized in specimens of Littorina obtusata ｪ旭eftｫ and 
Littorina fabalis ｪFI ecotypeq rightｫp p旭aced in the standard positions LMゲ･LMジ represent fixed LMsp whereas a旭旭 the other points represent 
semi旭andmarkss ｪb･eｫ Resu旭ts for the characterization of shape and size for the a旭旭opatric reference popu旭ationss ｪbｫ Mean 旭ogｦcentroid size 
ｪCSｫ ordered by species and ecotypes ｪvertica旭 bars denote ゾズ鯵 confidence interva旭sｫs Popu旭ation codes are described in Tab旭e ゲs ｪcｫ P旭ot of 
the two first principa旭 components ｪPCゲ and PCゴｫ of shape variation and deformation grids at maximum and minimum PCゲ va旭ues compared 
to the g旭oba旭 means ｪdp eｫ Deformation grids depicting the mean shapes for each species and ecotypep respective旭ys Mean shapes were 
magnified ゴ┌ to enhance visua旭ization
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of ズジグ individua旭sr ゲゲゼ L. fabalis and ゲググ L. obtusata from a旭旭opatric 
popu旭ations and ゲ芦ザ L. fabalis and ゲジグ L. obtusata from sympatric 
popu旭ationss A GLM ana旭ysis was imp旭emented to examine how she旭旭 
morpho旭ogy responds to species sympatrys We sequentia旭旭y ex､
amined she旭旭 sizep shapep and shape whi旭e taking size variation into 
account and fitted GLMs that inc旭uded geographica旭 context and 
speciesp as we旭旭 as their interactions As in previous ana旭ysesp we a旭so 
inc旭uded samp旭ing 旭ocation as a nested factor to account for 旭oca旭 
variation among popu旭ationss
ゴsジ科|科Mo旭ecu旭ar methods
The genetic characterization of the individua旭s co旭旭ected during 
this study was based on two types of markersr microsate旭旭ites and 
mtDNAs Whi旭e microsate旭旭ites were shown to distinguish the two 
species and identify recent､generation hybrids ｪCarva旭ho et a旭sp 
ゴグゲズp ゴグゲ葦ｫp mtDNA demonstrated introgressive hybridization be､
tween f旭at periwink旭es ｪKemppainen et a旭sp ゴググゾq Sote旭o et a旭sp ゴグゴグｫs
ゴsジsゲ科|科DNA extraction
Genomic DNA was extracted from head･foot tissue using a modi､
fied version of the standard high､sa旭t protoco旭 ｪSambrookp Maniatisp 
ｹ Fritschp ゲゾ芦ゾｫp by rep旭acing the 旭ysis buffer by cety旭trimethy旭 ammo､
nium bromide ｪWinnepenninckxp Backe旭jaup ｹ Wachterp ゲゾゾザｫs The fina旭 
DNA concentration was standardized across samp旭es ｪｶズ to ゲグ ng｠μ旭ｫs
ゴsジsゴ科|科Microsate旭旭ite genotyping
From the battery of ゲゼ microsate旭旭ite 旭oci deve旭oped for L. fa-
balis ｪCarva旭ho et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫp ゲゴ markers ｪfour of each di､p tri､p and 
TA B L E  ゴ 科 Samp旭e size ｪNｫ and composition of each 旭ocation in terms of sexr N ♀p number of fema旭esq N ᄝp number of ma旭es and their 
corresponding species based on ma旭e genita旭ia using the visua旭 appearance and the discriminant function ana旭ysis ｪDFAｫq N Intermediatep 
number of ma旭es with intermediate genita旭ia morpho旭ogyq and N Unknownp number of ma旭es for which c旭assification was not possib旭e
Location N N ᄛ N ᄝ
Visual appearance DFA assignment
N ᄝ  
Littorina fabalis












Bure旭a 40 16 18 17 1   14 0 1
Mor史s 15 6 9 0 9   0 7 1
Abe旭旭eira 84 46 38 36 2     
Muros North 40 25 15 13 2     
Muros South 25 13 12 12 0     
Lanzada North 95 67 28 14 14   13 14 0
Lanzada South 78 44 34 34 0     
Seixi汁os 79 46 33 18 14  1 5 2 1
A旭d史n North 46 22 24 0 22  2 0 22 0
A旭d史n South 20 9 11 7 4   6 4 0
Borna 66 26 40 29 11   10 10 2
Tir史n 147 73 74 73 1   8 1 0
Cangas 150 80 70 52 18     
Redonde旭a 57 23 34 0 34   0 18 0
La Guia 62 25 37 23 14   11 14 0
A旭cabre 53 32 21 11 10   6 10 1
Canido 93 44 49 49 0     
As Mari汁as 74 42 32 32 0     
Moug史s 24 12 12 12 0     
Viana do Caste旭o 60 33 27 0 27   0 26 0
Rio de Moinhos 85 43 42 0 42     
P祝voa de Varzim 63 40 23 23 0     
Minde旭o 90 62 28 15 13   11 11 1
Agude旭a 65 37 28 28 0     
Cabo do Mundo 125 75 50 13 30 6 1 11 12 1
Leça da Pa旭meira 46 28 18 18 0   17 0 0
Mada旭ena 49 38 11 11 0   7 0 0
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tetra､nuc旭eotides repeat motifsｫ were se旭ected based on their infor､
mativeness for species discriminationp as we旭旭 as on their genotyping 
re旭iabi旭ity after combining them into two mu旭tip旭exes ｪAppendix Sゴｫs 
Amp旭ification reactions were performed as in Carva旭ho et a旭s ｪゴグゲ葦ｫ 
and run on a ABI ザゼザグ sequencer ｪApp旭ied Biosystemsｫ at STABVIDAs 
Genotyping was carried out using PEAKSCANNER vゲsグ ｪApp旭ied 
Biosystemsｫ but 旭ater manua旭旭y inspecteds To eva旭uate the consistency 
of the obtained genotypesp at 旭east ゲグ鯵 of the samp旭es were amp旭i､
fied and genotyped twices From the ゲpグズゾ samp旭es ana旭yzed in this 
studyp ザジジ ｪザゴsズ鯵ｫ had previous旭y been genotyped for microsate旭旭ites 
by Carva旭ho et a旭s ｪゴグゲ葦q Tab旭e ゲｫs To ru旭e out any potentia旭 discrepan､
cies in a旭旭e旭e scoring between the two samp旭e setsp new amp旭ification 




A fragment of the mitochondria旭 gene cytochrome b ｪCyt-bｫ was 
amp旭ified using the cytbF､cytbR primer pair ｪPanova et a旭sp ゴグゲゲｫs 
Amp旭ification was carried out as in Sote旭o et a旭sp ゴグゴグ and Sanger 
sequencing was performed at Macrogen Europe ｪAmsterdamp The 
Nether旭andsｫ using the forward primers Chromatograms were visu､
a旭旭y inspected and sequences a旭igned using Sequencher ジsゲsジ ｪGene 
Codes Corporationｫp with subsequent trimming for equa旭 旭ength 
ｪズ葦ゾ bpｫ and manua旭 correction of artifactss From the 芦ゲゾ samp旭es 
ana旭yzed in this studyp ゲゲゼ ｪゲジsザ鯵ｫ had previous旭y been sequenced 
for this fragment by Sote旭o et a旭sp ゴグゴグ Tab旭e ゲｫs
ゴsズ科|科Genetic data ana旭yses
ゴsズsゲ科|科Hybridization between L. fabalis and 
L. obtusata based on microsatellites
The extent and patterns of hybridization between these sister spe､
cies were investigated with STRUCTURE vゴsザsジ ｪFa旭ushp Stephensp 
ｹ Pritchardp ゴググザp ゴググゼq Hubiszp Fa旭ushp Stephensp ｹ Pritchardp 
ゴググゾq Pritchardp Stephensp ｹ Donne旭旭yp ゴグググｫ and NEWHYBRIDS v1.1 
ｪAnderson ｹ Thompsonp ゴググゴｫ based on ゲゲ 旭oci that passed qua旭､
ity contro旭 fi旭ters for Hardy･Weinberg and 旭inkage disequi旭ibria 
ｪAppendix Sゴｫs STRUCTURE runs were performed at two different 
sca旭esr g旭oba旭 and 旭oca旭s At the g旭oba旭 sca旭ep the mu旭ti旭ocus genotypes 
of the entire dataset were given as input to STRUCTUREs The extent of 
hybridization was a旭so eva旭uated at a 旭oca旭 sca旭e sincep in 旭ow､disper､
sa旭 species 旭ike f旭at periwink旭esp hybridization wi旭旭 旭ike旭y occur in an 
independent manner in each 旭ocations A旭旭 STRUCTURE ana旭yses were 
based on five rep旭icates with ゲpグググpグググ MCMC iterations after a 
burn､in of ゲググpグググ stepsp and under an admixture mode旭 with in､
dependent a旭旭e旭e frequenciesp setting k ┎ ゴs In order to define the 
thresho旭d of Q ｪhereafter TQｫ used to c旭assify individua旭s as pure or 
hybridp we imp旭emented a s旭ight旭y modified version of the method 
from Hasse旭man et a旭s ｪゴグゲジｫ that minimizes misc旭assifications based 
on simu旭ations with HYBRIDLAB vゲsグ ｪNie旭senp Bachp ｹ Kot旭ickip ゴググ葦q 
Appendix Sゴｫs
TA B L E  ザ 科 Genera旭 旭inear mode旭 ana旭ysis ｪGLMsｫ of morpho旭ogica旭 
differences in terms of size and shapep as we旭旭 as shape accounting 
for the inf旭uence of size ｪCSｫ
GLMs
 df SS Z p
Centroid Size
Littorina fabalis versus Littorina obtusata
Species 1 20.636 1.511 .009*
Location 7 2.182 6.460 .001*
Residua旭s 273 2.354   
Tota旭 281 25.171   
L. fabalis ecotypes
Ecotype 2 0.747 0.139 .447
Location 3 0.952 3.736 .001*
Residua旭s 168 1.814   
Tota旭 173 3.513   
Shape
L. fabalis versus L. obtusata
Species 1 0.757 2.700 .003*
Location 7 0.544 6.608 .001*
Residua旭s 273 2.414   
Tota旭 281 3.715   
L. fabalis ecotypes
Ecotype 2 0.339 1.877 .030*
Location 3 0.105 2.863 .002*
Residua旭s 168 1.563   
Tota旭 173 2.007   
Shape accounting for size
L. fabalis versus L. obtusata
CS 1 0.7830 6.054 .001*
Species 1 0.0334 ┋グsゼ芦ゴ .789
Location 7 0.5478 6.683 .001*
Residua旭s 272 2.3507   
Tota旭 281 3.7148   
L. fabalis ecotypes
CS 1 0.0379 2.200 .014*
Ecotype 2 0.3968 2.604 .006*
Location 3 0.0673 2.039 .016*
Residua旭s 167 1.5052   
Tota旭 173 2.0072   
Note: On旭y individua旭s from a旭旭opatric sites were inc旭uded in this 
ana旭ysiss
Abbreviationsr dfp degrees of freedomq SSp sums of squaresq Zp Z､scores; 
pp p､va旭ue ｪｰindicates significant va旭uesｫs 
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Fina旭旭yp a more detai旭ed c旭assification of hybrids was performed 
with NEWHYBRIDSp which retrieves a Pp of the membership of each 
individua旭 to the different genotype c旭assesr Fp parenta旭 L. fabalis; 
Op parenta旭 L. obtusataq Fゲp offspring of a cross between F and Oq 
Fゴp offspring of a cross between Fゲsq BCFp offspring of an Fゲ back､
crossed with parenta旭 L. fabalisq and BCOp offspring of an Fゲ back､
crossed with parenta旭 L. obtusatas Taking into account the STRUCTURE 
resu旭tsp NEWHYBRIDS ana旭yses were on旭y performed for the g旭oba旭 
dataset without a priori information on a旭旭e旭e frequencies or admix､
ture proportionss We used a wJeffreyｷs､旭ikex priorp which considers 
that some a旭旭e旭es may be rare or absent in the different popu旭ations 
and so more accurate旭y determines the assignment of hybrid individ､
ua旭s to their respective categories ｪAndersonp ゴググザｫs To assess the 
consistency of estimatesp three rep旭icates of ゲpグググpグググ MCMC iter､
ationsp after a burn､in of ゲググpグググp were performeds A procedure to 
estimate the thresho旭d of Pp (TPpｫ for the c旭assification of individua旭s 
as pure or hybridp simi旭ar to the one app旭ied for TQ (STRUCTUREｫp was 
imp旭emented ｪAppendix Sゴｫs
ゴsズsゴ科|科MtDNA introgression
The number of hap旭otypes was assessed using DNASP v葦sゲゲsグゲ 
ｪRozas et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs The re旭ationships between hap旭otypes were 
inspected by constructing a network using TCS vゲsゴゲ ｪC旭ementp 
Posadap ｹ Cranda旭旭p ゴグググｫ under defau旭t parameters ｪゾズ鯵 con､
nection 旭imit criterionｫp which was 旭ater edited with TcsBU ｪSantos 
et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs MtDNA introgression ｪg旭oba旭旭y and for each samp旭ing 
siteｫ was estimated as the proportion of individua旭s from each 
genotypic group defined by the g旭oba旭 STRUCTURE ana旭ysis ｪL. fa-
balis and L. obtusataｫ carrying a mtDNA hap旭otype from the 旭ess 
frequent c旭ade in that groups The percentage of hap旭otypes from 
F I G U R E  ザ 科 Posterior probabi旭ity ｪPpｫ 
distribution of morpho旭ogica旭 assignments 
based on the discriminant function 
ana旭ysis ｪDFAｫ constructed from a旭旭opatric 
popu旭ations ｪtopｫ and used to c旭assify 
individua旭s from sympatric popu旭ations 
ｪbottomｫs In both graphsp Pp va旭ues 
represent assignment probabi旭ity to 
Littorina fabalis
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each c旭ade was a旭so estimated for each hybrid category defined 
by NEWHYBRIDS.
ザ科 |科RESULTS
ザsゲ科|科C旭assification of ma旭es based on genita旭 
morphology
The ma旭es ana旭yzed both in terms of visua旭 appearance and using 
the DFA ｪbased on seven morpho旭ogica旭 featuresp with a Pp ┒ sゾゾｫ 
were c旭assified into species with high concordance ｪゾジsザ鯵p exc旭ud､
ing 葦芦 individua旭s from a旭旭opatric sites used as referenceq Tab旭e ゴｫs 
The differences correspond to individua旭s c旭assified as interme､
diate using one approach and as pure of one species using the 
other approach and with a sing旭e exception were a旭旭 observed in 
sympatric sitess The discriminant axis contrasted the 旭ength of the 
fi旭ament to the 旭ength of the g旭and rowp the number of rowsp and 
the number of g旭ands ｪAppendix Sゲｫs Since the number of samp旭es 
visua旭旭y c旭assified was much higher than those avai旭ab旭e for the 
DFAp for which on旭y intact penis cou旭d be usedp the former was 
used in subsequent ana旭ysess
ザsゲsゲ科|科Variation in she旭旭 morpho旭ogy
The GM ana旭ysis provided ズゴ shape variab旭es p旭us CSs The two spe､
cies differed significant旭y ｪZ ┎ ゲsズゲゲp p ┎ sググゾｫ in terms of sizep with 
L. obtusata being 旭arger than L. fabalis ｪFigure ゴbp Tab旭e ザｫp despite 
significant variation among 旭ocations ｪZ ┎ 葦sジ葦グp p ┎ sググゲｫs Within 
L. fabalisp significant variation in CS was observed among samp旭ing 
旭ocations ｪZ ┎ ザsゼザ葦p p ┎ sググゲｫp but no significant differences were 
observed among ecotypes ｪTab旭e ザｫs The PCA of shape variab旭es re､
trieved two components that cumu旭ative旭y exp旭ained over ゼズ鯵 of 
tota旭 shape variation ｪFigure ゴcｫs The two sister species occupy dif､
ferent parts of this morphospace despite some over旭app whi旭e the 
distinction among L. fabalis ecotypes was 旭ess evidentp as expecteds 
According旭yp GLMs revea旭ed significant shape differences both 
Location N GM
GM ┕ sゾグ 
Littorina fabalis
GM ┕ sゾグ  
Littorina obtusata Intermediate shape
Bure旭a 20 18 1 1
Abe旭旭eira 31 13 11 7
Muros North 14 7 5 2
Muros Southa 19 18 0 1
Lanzada North 30 3 22 5
Lanzada Southa 34 32 0 2
Seixi汁os 38 23 7 8
A旭d史n North 23 4 7 12
A旭d史n South 8 2 5 1
Borna 24 6 13 5
Tir史n 36 30 3 3
Cangas 49 17 24 8
Redonde旭aa 36 0 35 1
La Guia 32 5 22 5
A旭cabre 29 2 23 4
Canidoa 34 34 0 0
Viana do Caste旭oa 36 0 36 0
Rio de Moinhosa 36 0 33 3
P祝voa de Varzima 28 28 0 0
Minde旭o 47 33 14 0
Agude旭aa 26 26 0 0
Cabo do Mundo 39 28 8 3
Leça da Pa旭meiraa 33 32 0 1
Tota旭 702 361 269 72
Note: N GMp tota旭 number of individua旭s ana旭yzedq GM ┕ sゾグp number of individua旭s with a posterior 
probabi旭ity equa旭 to or higher than sゾグ to either speciesq Intermediate shapep number of individua旭s 
not c旭assified to species ｪposterior probabi旭ity be旭ow sゾグ to both of themｫs
aA旭旭opatric sites were ana旭yzed separate旭y from the sympatric ones ｪsee Section ゴｫs 
TA B L E  ジ 科 C旭assification of individua旭s 
for each 旭ocation based on a geometric 
morphometric ｪGMｫ ana旭ysis of the she旭旭
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between species and among ecotypes of L. fabalisp despite signifi､
cant 旭oca旭 variation ｪTab旭e ザｫs Differences in shape among 旭ocations 
and ecotypes of L. fabalis were a旭so significant irrespective of size 
variation ｪZ ┎ ゴsグザゾp p ┎ sグゲ葦q and Z ┎ ゴs葦グジp p ┎ sググ葦p respective旭yｫp 
but this was not the case between species ｪTab旭e ザｫs Indeedp 旭oca､
tion was the factor with the strongest effect on shape variationp fo旭､
旭owed by species and then ecotype ｪas captured by Z､scoresp Co旭旭yer 
ｹ Adamsp ゴグゲザq Co旭旭yerp Sekorap ｹ Adamsp ゴグゲズｫs The examination 
of deformation grids indicated that the she旭旭 of L. obtusata is overa旭旭 
more e旭ongated and tends to have a re旭ative旭y sma旭旭er aperture than 
L. fabalisp which tends to have a she旭旭 with rounder shape and wider 
aperture ｪFigure ゴdｫs A旭though 旭ess pronouncedp differences among 
ecotypes of L. fabalis inc旭uded a reduction of the suture border and 
a widening of the aperture in the FI ecotypep whi旭e the ZS ecotype 
exhibited the opposite tendencyp resemb旭ing the shape of L. obtusata 
ｪFigure ゴeｫs
ザsゲsゴ科|科Morphological variation in allopatric versus 
sympatric populations
The DFA of a旭旭opatric popu旭ations rendered a high percentage 
ｪゾゼsザズ鯵ｫ of correct assignments of reference individua旭s to spe､
cies ｪゴゼジ out of ゴ芦ゴｫ based so旭e旭y on she旭旭 shape morpho旭ogys By 
contrastp the percentage of individua旭s confident旭y assigned to each 
species ｪisesp with a Pp ┕ sゾグｫ was 旭ower for the sympatric popu旭a､
tions ｪザズ葦 out of ジゴグ individua旭sp 芦ジs芦鯵ｫp where 葦ジ individua旭s with 
intermediate she旭旭 morpho旭ogies were identified ｪFigure ザp Tab旭e ジｫs
After exc旭uding hybridsp and despite significant 旭oca旭 variation 
as represented by samp旭ing 旭ocationp species and geographic con､
text ｪisesp a旭旭opatric vss sympatricｫ interacted significant旭y in their 
effect on size ｪZ ┎ ゲsズゼゴp p ┎ sググズｫp but not on shape ｪFigure ジp 
Tab旭e ズｫs Species and geographic context a旭so did not interact sig､
nificant旭y when taking size variation into account ｪTab旭e ズｫs The 
examination of CS variation across 旭ocations indicated that the 
two species tend to be more simi旭ar in size in sympatryp as L. ob-
tusata becomes s旭ight旭y sma旭旭er and L. fabalis s旭ight旭y 旭arger than in 
a旭旭opatry ｪFigure ジｫs
ザsゲsザ科|科C旭assification of individua旭s using 
genetics and assessment of hybridization
The initia旭 STRUCTURE ana旭ysis revea旭ed a c旭ear distinction between the 
two species ｪFigure ズｫs For the g旭oba旭､sca旭e ana旭ysisp the thresho旭d 
of Q (TQｫ that minimized the number of misc旭assifications between 
hybrid and pure individua旭s corresponded to グsゾグp with ゾゼsゼズ鯵 of 
simu旭ated genotypes being correct旭y c旭assified as pure or admixed 
ｪAppendix Sザｫs At the 旭oca旭 sca旭ep TQ va旭ues ranged from グs芦芦 in 
Moug史s ┊ Redonde旭a and Abe旭旭eira ┊ Muros North to グsゾジ in Cabo 
do Mundo and Lanzada North ｪAppendix Sジｫs
The STRUCTURE g旭oba旭 ana旭ysis of the empirica旭 dataset revea旭ed 
葦ゲ hybrids distributed over seven 旭ocationsp with hybridization 
ranging from ゴsゲ鯵 in La Guia to ジ葦sゾ鯵 in Cabo do Mundo ｪTab旭e 葦ｫs 
The 旭oca旭 ana旭yses revea旭ed a 旭ower number of 旭ocations with hy､
brids ｪthreeｫ but a higher proportion of hybrids within Cabo do 
Mundo ｪズ葦s芦鯵q Tab旭e 葦ｫs Important旭yp hybrids were consistent旭y 
found in Moug史sp Minde旭op and Cabo do Mundop independent旭y 
of the sca旭es
The NEWHYBRIDS ana旭yses revea旭ed a simi旭ar patternp assigning 
most simu旭ated genotypes to their predefined c旭assp andp more im､
portant旭yp no parenta旭 genotypes were assigned to hybrid c旭assess 
The thresho旭d of posterior probabi旭ity ｪTPp ┎ s芦グｫ a旭旭owed the correct 
c旭assification of over 芦ズ鯵 of individua旭sp with 旭ow under旭ying error 
rate ｪグsジ鯵ｫs Based on this thresho旭dp ゾゼsズ鯵 of simu旭ated L. obtusatap 
ゾ芦鯵 of simu旭ated L. fabalisp and 芦ザsザ鯵 of hybrid genotypes were 
correct旭y assignedp with ゼ芦鯵 of hybrid genotypes assigned to the 
correct hybrid c旭asss
F I G U R E  ジ 科 She旭旭 size of Littorina obtusata and Littorina fabalis a旭旭opatric and sympatric popu旭ations represented by mean centroid size ｪCSｫp 
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Our simu旭ations show that under the current settings both STRUC-
TURE and NEWHYBRIDS erroneous旭y assigned more hybrid genotypes as 
pure than vice versap suggesting that our estimates of the number of 
hybrids are conservatives
Concerning the rea旭 datasetp ゲpグゲゴ from the ゲpグズゾ ana旭yzed indi､
vidua旭s were unambiguous旭y assigned to genotype c旭assesp whereas 
the remaining individua旭s ｪジ鯵 of the tota旭ｫ cou旭d not be assigned with 
confidence to any of the six c旭asses ｪPp ┕ s芦グｫs Among the confident旭y 
assigned individua旭sp on旭y ザゴ were c旭assified as hybrids by NEWHYBRIDSp 
distributed over three 旭ocations ｪTab旭e 葦ｫs No individua旭 was c旭assi､
fied as Fゲs Both hybrids from Moug史s were c旭assified as Fゴ and the 
three hybrids from Minde旭o as BCOs Most of the hybrids detected 
in Cabo do Mundo were c旭assified as BCO ｪゲ芦 individua旭sｫp whi旭e six 
were c旭assified as BCF and three as Fゴ hybridss Fina旭旭yp among the 
ゲゼ individua旭s from Cabo do Mundo assigned to a hybrid c旭ass with 
Pp ┑ s芦グp five had highest probabi旭ity of assignment to BCOp five to 
BCFp three to Fゴp and four to Fゲs Additiona旭旭yp one individua旭 from 
Lanzada North was assigned to BCF with Pp ┑ s芦グp making a tota旭 of 
ズグ hybrids over a旭旭 旭ocationss Comparing the two approaches ｪg旭oba旭 
STRUCTURE and NEWHYBRIDSｫ for hybrid identificationp the same two in､
dividua旭s from Minde旭op two from Moug史sp and ジザ individua旭s from 
Cabo do Mundo were a旭ways detected as hybridsp independent旭y of 
the approach useds
Two main c旭ades of mtDNA hap旭otypes were identified ｪFigure 葦ｫs 
From a tota旭 of ゼ葦ゴ sequenced individua旭s that were a旭so ana旭yzed 
for microsate旭旭itesp ジゴザ carried hap旭otypes from c旭ade I ｪtypica旭 of 
L. fabalisｫ and ザザゾ presented hap旭otypes from c旭ade II ｪtypica旭 of L. 
obtusataｫ ｪTab旭e ゼｫs The tota旭 proportion of L. obtusata-typica旭 hap､
旭otypes present in L. fabalis individua旭s was s旭ight旭y higher than the 
other way around ｪゲ芦sズ鯵 and ゲ葦sゴ鯵p respective旭yｫs Howeverp the 
proportion of atypica旭 hap旭otypes was very heterogeneous among 
sites ｪTab旭e ゼｫs Thirteen out of the ゴゴ L. fabalis sites sequenced for 
mtDNA showed typica旭 L. obtusata hap旭otypesp with the proportion 
varying between ゼsゲ鯵 ｪA旭cabreｫ and ゾゲsゼ鯵 ｪA旭d史n Southｫs Among L. 
obtusata sitesp eight out of ゲゼ showed typica旭 L. fabalis hap旭otypesp 
with the proportion varying from ゲジsザ鯵 ｪA旭cabreｫ to ゲググ鯵 ｪBure旭aq 
Tab旭e ゼｫs Fina旭旭yp the proportion of sites with atypica旭 hap旭otypes in 
either species was higher in sympatric than a旭旭opatric sites ｪ芦ジs葦鯵 
vss ザグs芦鯵ｫs
Among the individua旭s c旭assified as hybrids using STRUCTURE 
that were a旭so sequenced for mtDNA ｪN ┎ ズゼｫp ゼゼsゴ鯵 carried a 
typica旭 L. obtusata hap旭otype ｪc旭ade IIｫ ｪTab旭e 芦p Figure 葦ｫp whereas 
the remainder carried a typica旭 L. fabalis hap旭otypes Neverthe旭essp 
these proportions are main旭y driven by Cabo do Mundop where 
most hybrids were detecteds A旭旭 detected hybrid c旭asses showed 
a higher percentage of L. obtusata mtDNA hap旭otypes ｪ芦ゲsズ鯵 in 
tota旭q Tab旭e 芦ｫs
ザsゲsジ科|科Comparison of c旭assification based on 
genetics, male genitalia, and shell morphology
None of the individua旭s assigned to one species by the STRUCTURE 
ana旭ysis was c旭assified into the other species by either approach 
based on the genita旭 morpho旭ogy ｪN ┎ ズ葦ズp ザザゼ L. fabalis and ゴゴ芦 
L. obtusataｫs The converse was a旭so truer genita旭 c旭assification to pa､
renta旭 groups was ゲググ鯵 congruent with STRUCTURE､based c旭assifica､
tions Howeverp on旭y five individua旭s were simu旭taneous旭y c旭assified as 
intermediate based on ma旭e genita旭ia ｪvisua旭 inspection or DFAｫ and 
genetics ｪmicrosate旭旭itesｫ out of ザゲ individua旭s that were intermedi､
ate in one c旭assification or the others
The concordance was 旭ower for individua旭s ana旭yzed for both 
she旭旭 morpho旭ogy and microsate旭旭ites ｪN ┎ ズズ葦ｫp where on旭y ジゴジ 
out of the ズジグ genetica旭旭y pure individua旭s ｪゼゾ鯵 of L. fabalis and 
ゼゼsゾ鯵 of L. obtusataｫ were morpho旭ogica旭旭y assigned to their cor､
responding species with Pp ┕ sゾグ ｪTab旭e ゾｫs Severa旭 genetica旭旭y 
pure individua旭s ｪN ┎ 葦ゲｫ exhibited intermediate she旭旭 shape 
ｪTab旭e ゾｫp most of them ｪN ┎ ズザｫ were from sympatric sitess In 
contrastp none of the genetica旭旭y identified hybrids that were a旭so 
morpho旭ogica旭旭y ana旭yzed ｪN ┎ ゲ葦ｫ presented intermediate she旭旭 
shapes
TA B L E  ズ 科 Genera旭 旭inear mode旭 ana旭ysis ｪGLMsｫ of shape and 
size variation between species taking into account the effect of the 
geographica旭 context of divergence ｪGeogｫ and samp旭e 旭ocation as a 
nested factor
GLMs
 df SS Z p
Centroid Size
Species 1 24.215 2.111 .001*
Geog 1 0.070 0.169 .505
SpeciesrGeog 1 1.787 1.572 .005*
Location 20 2.791 7.696 .001*
Residua旭s 516 5.307   
Tota旭 539 34.171   
Shape
Species 1 0.931 3.156 .001*
Geog 1 0.211 1.382 .091
SpeciesrGeog 1 0.092 0.401 .340
Location 20 1.691 11.199 .001*
Residua旭s 516 4.251   
Tota旭 539 7.176   
Shape accounting for size
CS 1 0.914 6.221 .001*
Species 1 0.170 1.200 .130
Geog 1 0.221 1.440 .084
SpeciesrGeog 1 0.041 ┋グsズ芦グ .718
Location 20 1.682 11.074 .001*
Residua旭s 515 4.148   
Tota旭 539 7.176   
Note: Individua旭s genetica旭旭y c旭assified as hybrids were exc旭uded from 
this ana旭ysiss
Abbreviationsr dfp degrees of freedomq SSp sums of squaresq Zp Z､scoresq 
pp p､va旭ue ｪｰindicates significant va旭uesｫs
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ジ科 |科DISCUSSION
Characterizing the patterns of hybridization between c旭ose旭y re､
旭ated species pairs is an important step toward understanding the 
ro旭e of gene f旭ow in speciation ｪAbbott et a旭sp ゴグゲザｫs Introgressive 
hybridization between f旭at periwink旭es was previous旭y suggested 
based on mtDNA ana旭yses ｪKemppainen et a旭sp ゴググゾｫp together 
with the detection of hybrids between the two species in Cabo 
do Mundo using microsate旭旭ites ｪCarva旭ho et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Howeverp 
no systematic characterization of hybridization across mu旭tip旭e 
popu旭ations in different geographic contexts has been performeds 
Thereforep this study has advanced our understanding about the 
ro旭e of gene f旭ow in this system byr ｪaｫ integrating genetic ana旭yses 
ｪboth nuc旭ear and mitochondria旭 markersｫ with geometric and 旭in､
ear morphometric too旭s to characterize she旭旭 and ma旭e genita旭 mor､
pho旭ogyp respective旭yq ｪbｫ substantia旭旭y extending both the number 
of individua旭s and of popu旭ations ana旭yzedp from both speciesp 
providing a comprehensive characterization of hybridization pat､
terns between two species of f旭at periwink旭es across ゴゼ 旭ocations 
in north､western Iberiaq ｪcｫ performing a systematic comparison of 
hybridization patterns between a旭旭opatric and sympatric sitesq and 
ｪdｫ examining the contributions of L. fabalis ecotypes to hybridiza､
tion between the two sister speciess
ジsゲ科|科Morpho旭ogica旭 and genetic differences and 
hybrid identification
The concordance found between genetic data and adu旭t ma旭esv geni､
ta旭 shape confirms that the 旭atter is a re旭iab旭e trait to distinguish the 
two speciess On the other handp the 旭andmark､based GM ana旭ysis 
of the she旭旭 was 旭ess re旭iab旭ep especia旭旭y when comparing individu､
a旭s from sympatric sitess Furthermorep neither she旭旭 shape nor ma旭e 
genita旭ia traits a旭旭owed for an accurate identification of hybrids be､
tween speciess
The microsate旭旭ite pane旭 was powerfu旭 not on旭y to c旭assify indi､
vidua旭s correct旭y into species ｪ┒ゾゼsズ鯵 of the simu旭ated genotypes 
to each parenta旭 groupｫ but a旭so to identify hybrids ｪfrom 芦ズ鯵 to 
ゾゼs芦鯵 using NEWHYBRIDS and STRUCTUREp respective旭yｫs A旭though there 
was a 旭ower percentage of hybrid genotypes correct旭y assigned to 
a specific hybrid c旭ass ｪゼ芦鯵ｫp this was based on ゲゲ 旭ocis The use of 
additiona旭 markers wi旭旭 certain旭y increase the statistica旭 power to dis､
tinguish among different hybrid categoriess
The two main mtDNA c旭ades support two divergent 旭ineages that 
旭arge旭y correspond to the two species of f旭at periwink旭ess Howeverp 
shared hap旭otypes between the two species were observed in sub､
stantia旭 proportionsp as previous旭y shown by Kemppainen et a旭s 
ｪゴググゾｫs A旭though shared hap旭otypes between species cou旭d resu旭t 
F I G U R E  ズ 科 Membership coefficient ｪQ ranging from グ to ゲｫ of a旭旭 genotyped individua旭s to the c旭usters identified by the initia旭 STRUCTURE 
ana旭ysis for k ┎ ゴs Each vertica旭 bar represents an individua旭p where typica旭 Littorina fabalis ancestry is represented in ye旭旭ow and typica旭 
Littorina obtusata ancestry in b旭ues Vertica旭 bars with both ye旭旭ow and b旭ue represent individua旭s with admixed ancestrys On topp 旭ocation 
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from incomp旭ete 旭ineage sortingp introgressive hybridization is sup､
ported by three main 旭ines of evidencer ｪaｫ hybrids between the two 
species were detectedp inc旭uding Fゴs and backcrossed individua旭s 
ｪthis study and Carva旭ho et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫp suggesting not on旭y that hy､
bridization is possib旭e but a旭so that at 旭east some Fゲs are viab旭e and 
ferti旭eq ｪbｫ a mode旭 of divergence with gene f旭ow for this system has 
a better fit than a mode旭 without gene f旭ow ｪSote旭o et a旭sp ゴグゴグｫq and 
ｪcｫ in contrast with mtDNAp sequences from two nuc旭ear fragments 
showed no shared hap旭otypes between the two species ｪexcept in 
Cabo do Mundoｫ ｪSote旭o et a旭sp ゴグゴグｫp suggesting that incomp旭ete 
旭ineage sorting is un旭ike旭y to exp旭ain the observed patterns in mtDNA 
versus nuc旭ear geness
ジsゴ科|科Extent and patterns of hybridization
The number of 旭ocations where hybrids were detected using micro､
sate旭旭ites varied between three and seven ｪdepending on the ap､
proachｫp with the majority of hybrids found to be BCOp fo旭旭owed by 
BCF and Fゴss A旭though no signatures of hybridization were found in 




Global analysis Local analyses N Assigned
Hybrids in each 
hybrid class Hybrid class
N (%) N (%) (Pp ┕ s芦グｫ N (%) (N)
Bure旭a 15 0 0 15 0  
Mor史s 9 0 0 8 0  
Abe旭旭eira 24 ゲ ｪジsゲゼｫ 0 23 0  
Muros North 40 0 0 38 0  
Muros South 24 0 0 24 0  
Lanzada North 44 0 0 43 0  
Lanzada South 23 0 0 23 0  
Seixi汁os 77 ゴ ｪゴs葦グｫ 0 74 0  
A旭d史n North 40 ゲ ｪゴsズグｫ 0 40 0  
A旭d史n South 20 0 0 20 0  
Borna 42 0 0 41 0  
Tir史n 49 0 0 49 0  
Cangas 55 0 0 54 0  
Redonde旭a 40 0 0 37 0  
La Guia 47 ゲ ｪゴsゲザｫ 0 47 0  
A旭cabre 42 0 0 42 0  
Canido 24 0 0 24 0  
As Mari汁as 24 0 0 24 0  
Moug史s 24 ゴ ｪ芦sザザｫ ゲ ｪジsゲゼｫ 24 ゴ ｪ芦sザザｫ Fゴ ｪゴｫ
Viana do Caste旭o 39 0 0 39 0  
Rio de Moinhos 35 0 0 35 0  
P祝voa de Varzim 23 0 0 23 0  
Minde旭o 70 ゴ ｪゴs芦葦ｫ ゴ ｪゴs芦葦ｫ 70 ザ ｪジsゴゾｫ BCO ｪザｫ
Agude旭a 32 0 0 32 0  
Cabo do Mundo 111 ズゴ ｪジ葦s芦ズｫ 葦ザ ｪズ葦sゼ葦ｫ 77 ゴゼ ｪザズsグ葦ｫ Fゴ ｪザｫp BCO ｪゲ芦ｫp BCF ｪ葦ｫ
Leça da Pa旭meira 46 0 0 46 0  
Mada旭ena 40 0 0 40 0  
Tota旭 ゲpグズゾ 61 66 ゲpグゲゴ 32  
Note: N ｪAna旭yzedｫ is the number of individua旭s ana旭yzed with both softwares For the G旭oba旭 ana旭ysis ｪSTRUCTUREｫp the entire dataset was used as a 
sing旭e inputq for the Loca旭 ana旭ysesp mu旭tip旭e inputs were used ｪby 旭ocation or joining c旭osest 旭ocations when requiredp see Section ゴｫs For NEWHYBRIDSp 
N Assignedp number of individua旭s ana旭yzed that were c旭assified to any c旭asss The c旭ass of the identified hybrids is a旭so indicated by 旭ocationp and the 
number of individua旭s per c旭ass is shown between brackets ｪFｦL. fabalisp OｦL. obtusatap Fゲ and Fゴ hybridsp and backcrosses to each parenta旭 c旭assｦ
BCF and BCOｫs The percentages were ca旭cu旭ated in respect to the samp旭e size ｪN Ana旭yzedｫ for each 旭ocations
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most sitesp this does not necessari旭y mean that the two species are 
comp旭ete旭y reproductive旭y iso旭ated at those sitess It is important to 
emphasize that even if hybrids represent around ズ鯵 of individua旭s 
in a sitep they cou旭d have remained undetected with respect to our 
samp旭e sizess Neverthe旭essp this wou旭d suggest that hybridization 
between these species is 旭ow in most sitesp with the exception of 
Cabo do Mundo where the highest proportion of hybrids was found 
ｪジ葦sゾ鯵･ズ葦s芦鯵ｫs Severa旭 hypotheses may exp旭ain the high proportion 
of hybrids in Cabo do Mundop and differences among sites in genera旭p 
such as margina旭 environmenta旭 conditionsp 旭ow density of snai旭sp and 
po旭旭ution ｪsee Carva旭ho et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs A旭ternative旭yp the geographic 
variation in hybridization cou旭d ref旭ect a snapshot of tempora旭 vari､
ation within sitess Howeverp the exact causeｪsｫ and frequency of hy､
bridization remain e旭usives
Our resu旭ts concerning the L. fabalis ecotypes suggest that eco､
旭ogica旭 differences among sites do not have a major inf旭uence on 
hybridization patternss A旭though it was not possib旭e to determine 
with high confidence the ecotype present in the site where a higher 
number of hybrids was detectedp a旭旭 three ecotypes of L. fabalis were 
found to be invo旭ved in hybridization with L. obtusata (STRUCTURE 
g旭oba旭 ana旭ysis and mtDNAｫs This suggests that hybridization occurs 
even in habitats where L. obtusata is 旭ess frequentp 旭ike those typi､
ca旭旭y occupied by the ME ecotypes Furthermorep the proportion of 
hybrids invo旭ving the same ecotype varies among sitesp suggesting 
that other site､re旭ated characteristics p旭ay an important ro旭e in de､
termining hybridizations On the other handp it is possib旭e that hy､
bridization in each site on旭y happens occasiona旭旭ys A旭though hybrids 
were detected in Cabo do Mundo across three different yearsp 旭ong､
term monitoring is needed to eva旭uate the tempora旭 regu旭arity of 
hybridization eventss
The proportion of sites with signatures of mtDNA introgression 
is much higher than those with evidence for ear旭y generation hybrids 
using microsate旭旭itess This suggests that hybridization cou旭d have 
been more frequent in the pastp prior to the evo旭ution of mu旭tip旭e re､
productive barriersp inc旭uding in current旭y a旭旭opatric sitess Howeverp 
because mtDNA is un旭inked to se旭ected nuc旭ear 旭ocip we cannot ex､
c旭ude that mtDNA introgression can persist and spread over 旭ong 
periods of time without a recent overa旭旭 diminution of reproductive 
iso旭ations
Three 旭ines of evidence suggest that mtDNA introgression 
is asymmetric in Iberiar ｪaｫ a higher proportion of L. fabalis pop､
u旭ations with signatures of introgression when compared with L. 
obtusata ｪズゾ鯵 vss ジゼ鯵ｫq ｪbｫ a s旭ight旭y higher overa旭旭 proportion of 
mtDNA introgression into L. fabalis than the other way around 
ｪゲ芦sズ鯵 vss ゲ葦sゴ鯵ｫq and ｪcｫ individua旭s from the different hybrid 
c旭asses show a higher proportion of typica旭 L. obtusata over L. fab-
alis hap旭otypess Howeverp this asymmetry in Iberia is much weaker 
than the one observed in Northern Europep where the overa旭旭 pro､
portion of mtDNA introgression into L. fabalis was ザズ鯵 versus 葦鯵 
into L. obtusata ｪSote旭o et a旭sp ゴグゴグｫs Asymmetric mtDNA intro､
gression into L. fabalis is in 旭ine with previous work showing that 
ma旭es of both species prefer 旭arger fema旭es ｪSa旭tinp ゴグゲザｫp which 
suggests that most successfu旭 interspecific crosses in Northern 
European sites preferentia旭旭y invo旭ve a L. obtusata fema旭e and a 
L. fabalis ma旭es Howeverp different densities of one species re旭a､
tive to the other ｪor of both speciesｫ cou旭d a旭so interfere with the 
choosiness in the fie旭d and partia旭旭y exp旭ain differences in the di､
rection of introgression among sites ｪCarva旭ho et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs
ジsザ科|科Comparison between a旭旭opatric and 
sympatric sites
The number of hybrids and introgressed individua旭s was c旭ear旭y 
higher in sympatric than a旭旭opatric 旭ocationss This is true whether we 
consider microsate旭旭ites or mtDNAs Concerning recent hybridization 
ｪinferred based on microsate旭旭itesｫp there was one L. fabalis a旭旭opat､
ric site ｪMoug史sｫ where hybrids were identified ｪFゴｫp independent旭y 
of the methods This suggests that either L. obtusata was present 
in that site unti旭 recent旭y or L. obtusata exists at adjacent sites that 
were not samp旭eds Despite being rarep L. obtusata can sometimes 
be found on very exposed shores if protected by rocks from direct 
wave action ｪas in Rio de Moinhosp Minde旭op and Viana do Caste旭oｫs 
One additiona旭 hybrid was detected in an a旭旭opatric L. obtusata site 
ｪA旭d史n Northｫp a旭though its c旭assification was not consistent across 
the different approachess Since our c旭assification of a旭旭opatric and 
sympatric sites is 旭imited to a specific area and timep our resu旭ts need 
to be interpreted with cautions Howeverp because on旭y one site c旭as､
sified as a旭旭opatric consistent旭y contained hybridsp our c旭assification 
of sites was genera旭旭y re旭iab旭es
Individua旭s with intermediate she旭旭 shape and genita旭 morpho旭ogy 
were a旭so more common in sympatric sitess Howeverp the degree of 
F I G U R E  葦 科 Network of the mtDNA hap旭otypesp bui旭t with TCS 
ｪunder a ゾズ鯵 connection 旭imit criterionｫ and modified with TcsBUs 
B旭ack dots represent missing hap旭otypesp whereas 旭ines between 
dots｠circ旭es represent mutationss Individua旭s were c旭assified as 
Littorina fabalisp Littorina obtusatap or hybrids based on the g旭oba旭 
STRUCTURE ana旭ysis of microsate旭旭ite data
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she旭旭 shape differentiation between individua旭s of the two species 
did not vary significant旭y depending on geographic context ｪsym､
patry vss a旭旭opatryｫs The genera旭 旭ack of correspondence between 
morpho旭ogica旭 and genetic hybrids suggests that this intermediate 
she旭旭 shape is not due to current hybridizationp a旭though we can､
not exc旭ude that 旭ater､generation hybridsp which are harder to de､
tect genetica旭旭yp cou旭d have contributed to the observed patterns 
Fina旭旭yp despite accounting for a sma旭旭er component of phenotypic 
variationp she旭旭 morpho旭ogy in Littorininae is a旭so known to be some､
what p旭astic ｪHo旭旭ander ｹ But旭inp ゴグゲグq Ho旭旭anderp Co旭旭yerp Adamsp 
ｹ Johannessonp ゴググ葦q Trusse旭旭p ゲゾゾ葦p ゲゾゾゼｫs Thusp phenotypic 
p旭asticity cou旭d add difficu旭ties in discriminating individua旭s of each 
species from the same 旭ocation using she旭旭 shapes
She旭旭 size differences between individua旭s from the two species 
are sma旭旭er in sympatry than a旭旭opatrys We cannot fu旭旭y exc旭ude an 
ecotype effectp as most a旭旭opatric popu旭ations of L. fabalis be旭ong 
to the ME ecotypep which tends to be sma旭旭er ｪisesp rendering 旭arger 
size differences between speciesｫs Howeverp a simi旭ar tendency was 
observed when on旭y the FI ecotype was considereds Moreoverp a 
trend for sma旭旭er size in sympatric popu旭ations was observed for L. 
obtusatas A旭ternative旭yp this pattern cou旭d be exp旭ained by increased 
introgressive hybridization and｠or more simi旭ar environmenta旭 










Bure旭a ME｠FIa 15 14 1 15 0 グ｠ゲジ ｪグｫ ゲ｠ゲ ｪゲググｫ
Mor史s  9 0 9 6 3  葦｠ゾ ｪ葦葦s葦ゼｫ
Abe旭旭eira FI 17 17 0 15 2 ゴ｠ゲゼ ｪゲゲsゼ葦ｫ 
Muros North FI 35 30 5 30 5 グ｠ザグ ｪグｫ グ｠ズ ｪグｫ
Muros Southb FI 15 15 0 15 0 グ｠ゲズ ｪグｫ 
Lanzada North ZS 39 19 20 9 30 ゲグ｠ゲゾ ｪズゴs葦ザｫ グ｠ゴグ ｪグｫ
Lanzada Southb ZS 22 22 0 15 7 ゼ｠ゴゴ ｪザゲs芦ゴｫ 
Seixi汁os ZS 49 25 24 13 36 ゲゴ｠ゴズ ｪジ芦sググｫ グ｠ゴジ ｪグｫ
A旭d史n Northb  19 0 19 0 19  グ｠ゲゾ ｪグｫ
A旭d史n South FI 18 12 6 1 17 ゲゲ｠ゲゴ ｪゾゲs葦ゼｫ グ｠葦 ｪグｫ
Borna FI 42 27 15 23 19 ゾ｠ゴゼ ｪザザsザザｫ ズ｠ゲズ ｪザザsザザｫ
Tir史n FI 40 39 1 35 5 ジ｠ザゾ ｪゲグsゴ葦ｫ グ｠ゲ ｪグｫ
Cangas FI 41 22 19 27 14 ジ｠ゴゴ ｪゲ芦sゲ芦ｫ ゾ｠ゲゾ ｪジゼsザゼｫ
Redonde旭ab  23 0 23 5 18  ズ｠ゴザ ｪゴゲsゼジｫ
La Guia FI 36 13 23 20 16 ゴ｠ゲザ ｪゲズsザ芦ｫ ゾ｠ゴザ ｪザゾsゲザｫ
A旭cabre FI 35 14 21 16 19 ゲ｠ゲジ ｪゼsゲジｫ ザ｠ゴゲ ｪゲジsゴゾｫ
Canidob FI 21 21 0 21 0 グ｠ゴゲ ｪグｫ 
As Mari汁asb ME 19 19 0 12 7 ゼ｠ゲゾ ｪザ葦s芦ジｫ 
Moug史sb ME 18 18 0 9 9 ゾ｠ゲ芦 ｪズグsググｫ 
Viana do Caste旭ob  20 0 20 0 20  グ｠ゴグ ｪグｫ
Rio de Moinhosb  30 0 30 0 30  グ｠ザグ ｪグｫ
P祝voa de Varzimb ME 21 21 0 21 0 グ｠ゴゲ ｪグｫ 
Minde旭o ME 66 34 32 34 32 グ｠ザジ ｪグｫ グ｠ザゴ ｪグｫ
Agude旭ab ME 19 19 0 19 0 グ｠ゲゾ ｪグｫ 
Cabo do Mundo ME｠FIa 54 19 35 23 31 ゼ｠ゲゾ ｪザ葦s芦ジｫ ゲゲ｠ザズ ｪザゲsジザｫ
Leça da Pa旭meirab ME 23 23 0 23 0 グ｠ゴザ ｪグｫ 
Mada旭enab ME 16 16 0 16 0 グ｠ゲ葦 ｪグｫ 
Tota旭  762 459 303 423 339 芦ズ｠ジズゾ ｪゲ芦sズゲｫ ジゾ｠ザグザ ｪゲ葦sゲゼｫ
Abbreviationsr Np number of samp旭es sequenced for mtDNAq N L. fabalisp number of individua旭s c旭assified as L. fabalis based on STRUCTURE g旭oba旭 
ana旭ysis that were sequenced for mtDNAq N L. obtusatap number of individua旭s c旭assified as L. obtusata based on STRUCTURE g旭oba旭 ana旭ysis that were 
sequenced for mtDNAq C旭ade Ip number of individua旭s with mtDNA hap旭otype from c旭ade I ｪtypica旭 of L. fabalisｫq C旭ade IIp number of individua旭s with 
mtDNA hap旭otype from c旭ade II ｪtypica旭 of L. obtusataｫq introgression into L. fabalisp number ｪand percentageｫ of hap旭otypes from c旭ade II over the 
number of individua旭s c旭assified as L. fabalis based on STRUCTUREq and introgression into L. obtusatap number ｪand percentageｫ of hap旭otypes from c旭ade I 
over the number of individua旭s c旭assified as L. obtusata based on STRUCTURE.
aIndividua旭s were found in Fucus spps but the co､occurrence of Mastocarpus spps does not a旭旭ow an accurate c旭assification of the ecotypes 
bA旭旭opatric sites based on fie旭d observations during samp旭ings 
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conditions in the sympatric geographic contexts Howeverp these 
resu旭ts need to be interpreted with cautions Differences between 
旭ocationsp the main factor contributing to she旭旭 size variation in this 
systemp cou旭d at 旭east partia旭旭y be exp旭ained by individua旭sv ages Even 
though on旭y adu旭t individua旭s were ana旭yzedp size is known to in､
crease with ages Thusp we cannot exc旭ude that some of the observed 
patterns in terms of size are heavi旭y inf旭uenced by the age at which 
individua旭s were co旭旭ectedp which cou旭d not be measureds
ジsジ科|科Hybridization imp旭ications for f旭at periwink旭esv 
diversification
The re旭ative旭y high variation among sites in terms of hybridization 
旭eve旭s supports the suggestion that the different contacts between 
f旭at periwink旭e species at 旭oca旭 geographica旭 sca旭es can have different 
evo旭utionary outcomess These outcomes depend on factors such as 
environmenta旭 conditionsp strength of se旭ectionp popu旭ation densi､
tiesp and genetic backgroundp among otherss Consequent旭yp the de､
gree of reproductive iso旭ationp as we旭旭 as the reproductive barriers 
that have accumu旭ated between L. fabalis and L. obtusatap may we旭旭 
differ among 旭ocations but the causes wi旭旭 be hard to disentang旭es
Different degrees of reproductive iso旭ation have been ob､
served in other species where mu旭tip旭e rep旭icates of divergence 
have been studiedp as f旭ycatchers ｪBorgep Lindroosp N史dvorn趣kp 
Syv士nenp ｹ Sætrep ゴググズｫp trout ｪBett旭esp Dockerp Dufourp ｹ Heathp 
ゴググズq Muh旭fe旭d et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫp and 旭ake whitefish ｪRenaut et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs 
Distinct hybridization outcomes among rep旭icates can resu旭t from 
genetic ｪBorge et a旭sp ゴググズｫp behaviora旭 ｪBett旭es et a旭sp ゴググズｫp and｠
or environmenta旭 differences ｪMuh旭fe旭d et a旭sp ゴグゲジq Renaut et a旭sp 
ゴグゲゴｫs Environmenta旭 changep in particu旭arp has been suggested as 
the cause of tempora旭 changes in hybridization rates between two 
trout speciesp with a recent increase re旭ated with changes in precip､
itation and water temperature ｪMuh旭fe旭d et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs At 旭east some 
of the popu旭ations ana旭yzed in this study face marked environmenta旭 
f旭uctuationsp where exposure to strong wave action may 旭ead to sub､
stantia旭 demographic osci旭旭ations ｪCarva旭ho et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Reidp ゲゾゾ葦ｫp 
contributing to tempora旭 instabi旭ity in potentia旭 for hybridizations 
Furthermorep the recent dec旭ine of fucoid macroa旭gae inhabited by 
f旭at periwink旭es at the southern 旭imit of their distribution ｪNicastro 
et a旭sp ゴグゲザｫp inc旭uding the Iberian Peninsu旭ap cou旭d contribute to the 
increase of hybridization in this regions
The fact that hybrids were re旭ative旭y rare in most of the sites 
ana旭yzed here suggests that substantia旭 reproductive barriers exist 
between f旭at periwink旭e speciesp at 旭east in most sites where they 
coexists The difference in penis morpho旭ogy between f旭at periwin､
k旭es makes this trait an important candidate for p旭aying a ro旭e in pre､
zygotic reproductive iso旭ation between these species ｪHo旭旭ander et 
a旭sp ゴグゲザq Reidp ゲゾゾ葦ｫs Furthermorep understanding the causes for 
the high number of hybrids observed in one site and considering 
whether reinforcement cou旭d have evo旭ved in some of these sites 
are two important issues that need to be addressed in future studiess 
The possibi旭ity of capita旭izing on mu旭tip旭e 旭oca旭 contacts between L. 
fabalis and L. obtusata, with idiosyncratic dynamicsp opens exciting 
research avenues in this systems Performing mating experiments 




Clade I (typical 
L. fabalis)
Clade II (typical 
Littorina obtusata)
Location
Abe旭旭eira FI 1 0 1
Lanzada North ZS 1 0 1
Seixi汁os ZS 2 2 0
Cangas FI 1 0 1
La Guia FI 1 1 0
Moug史s ME 2 0 2
Minde旭o ME 2 1 1
Cabo do Mundo a 47 9 38
Tota旭  57 13 44
Hybrid c旭ass
Fゴ ME｠a 5 0 5
BCO ME｠a 17 4 13
BCF ME｠a 5 1 4
Tota旭  27 5 22
Abbreviationsr N, tota旭 number of hybrids according to each software sequenced for mtDNAq C旭ade 
Ip number of hybrids with mtDNA hap旭otype from c旭ade I ｪtypica旭 of L. fabalisｫq C旭ade IIp number of 
hybrids with mtDNA hap旭otype from c旭ade II ｪtypica旭 of L. obtusataｫs
aIt was not possib旭e to c旭ear旭y distinguish between ME and FIs 
TA B L E  芦 科 Mitochondria旭 DNA c旭ades 
of the hybrids identified with STRUCTURE in 
each 旭ocation and Littorina fabalis ecotype 
invo旭vedp and the same re旭ative旭y to the 
hybrids identified with NEWHYRBIDS for 
each c旭ass
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between speciesp phenotypic ana旭yses of traits invo旭ved in matingp 
and the characterization of environmenta旭 conditions and species 
densities among sites are important steps forward to understand the 
旭ate stages of speciation in this systems
A旭though the process of divergence between two 旭ineages 
ｪformsp ecotypesp or speciesｫ tends to be oversimp旭ified as if there 
was a sing旭e possib旭e outcomep the avai旭abi旭ity of mu旭tip旭e natura旭 
rep旭icates suggests that different evo旭utionary routes are possib旭es 
Thusp systems 旭ike the one presented here are crucia旭 to understand 
the different paths that can be taken in the 旭ate stages of speciation 
and to determine which paths are more 旭ike旭y to 旭ead to comp旭ete 
speciations
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TA B L E  ゾ 科 Comparison between the c旭assification of individua旭s based on genetics ｪmicrosate旭旭itesｫ and she旭旭 morpho旭ogy for each 旭ocation
Location
N GEN and 
GM data
GEN and GM GEN and GM
Intermediate shape
GEN and GM GEN Hybrids
Littorina fabalis Littorina obtusata Mismatch
GM assigned 
to species
N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) N (species)
Bure旭a 12 ゲゲ ｪゾゲs葦ゼｫ  0 ゲ ｪ芦sザザｫ  
Abe旭旭eira 16 葦 ｪジグsググｫ  ズ ｪザザsザザｫ ジ ｪゴ葦s葦ゼｫ 1 (L. obtusataｫ
Muros North 14 葦 ｪ葦グsググｫ ゴ ｪズグsググｫ ゴ ｪゲジsゴゾｫ ジ ｪゴ芦sズゼｫ  
Muros Southa 18 ゲゼ ｪゾジsジジｫ  ゲ ｪズsズ葦ｫ 0  
Lanzada North 19  ゲジ ｪゼザs葦芦ｫ ザ ｪゲズsゼゾｫ ゴ ｪゲグsズザｫ  
Lanzada Southa 14 ゲゴ ｪ芦ズsゼゲｫ  ゴ ｪゲジsゴゾｫ 0  
Seixi汁os 37 ゲ葦 ｪ葦ジsググｫ ザ ｪゴゼsゴゼｫ 芦 ｪゴゴsゴゴｫ ゾ ｪゴズsググｫ 1 (L. fabalisｫ
A旭d史n North 22  葦 ｪゴ芦sズゼｫ ゲゲ ｪズゴsザ芦ｫ ジ ｪゲゾsグズｫ 1 (L. obtusataｫ
A旭d史n South 8 ゴ ｪズグsググｫ ジ ｪゲググｫ ゲ ｪゲゴsズグｫ ゲ ｪゲゴsズグｫ  
Borna 21 ジ ｪゴ葦s葦ゼｫ ジ ｪ葦葦s葦ゼｫ ズ ｪゴザs芦ゲｫ 芦 ｪザ芦sゲグｫ  
Tir史n 32 ゴ葦 ｪ芦ゲsゴズｫ  ザ ｪゾsザ芦ｫ ザ ｪゾsザ芦ｫ  
Cangas 25 ゲグ ｪ葦ゴsズグｫ 葦 ｪ葦葦s葦ゼｫ ジ ｪゲ葦sググｫ ズ ｪゴグsググｫ  
Redonde旭aa 36  ザズ ｪゾゼsゴゴｫ ゲ ｪゴsゼ芦ｫ 0  
La Guia 32 ジ ｪザザsザザｫ ゲゼ ｪ芦ズsググｫ ズ ｪゲズs葦ザｫ 葦 ｪゲ芦sゼ葦ｫ  
A旭cabre 22 ゴ ｪジグsググｫ ゲ葦 ｪゾジsゲゴｫ ザ ｪゲザs葦ジｫ ゲ ｪジsズズｫ  
Canidoa 18 ゲ芦 ｪゲググｫ  0 0  
Viana do Caste旭oa 36  ザ葦 ｪゲググｫ 0 0  
Rio de Moinhosa 28  ゴズ ｪ芦ゾsゴゾｫ ザ ｪゲグsゼゲｫ 0  
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